How to Create Tkinter Progress Bar and DropDown | Codementor [2]

Learn step by step how you can add a progress bar and a dropdown widget to your user interface develop using Tkinter

Accessing Gmail Inbox using Python imaplib module [3]

In this article, we are accessing Gmail inbox using IMAP library of python. We covered how to generate the password of an App to access the gmail inbox, how to read inbox and different category emails, how to read promotional email, forum email and updates, How to search in email in Spam folder, how to search an email by subject line, how to get header values of an email, how to check DKIM, SPF, and DMARC headers of an email

Working with Strings in Python | FOSS Linux [4]

In this Python Programming Tutorial, we shall take a detailed look at the strings. Any character under single or double quotes is considered as strings.

Python Underscore [6]

Python underscore, Python name mangling, Python double underscore methods
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Source URL: http://www.tuxmachines.org/node/143352
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